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Instructions for Use

Inspect equipment - discard if damaged.
Prepare Equipment

b) Remove spike
cover.

a) Clamp tubing

c)Insert spike

6-8" below
fiil ball.

into I.V. fluid.

Prepare I.V. Bag
a)Insert fluid bag into cuff.

b)Turn top of CO2 cartridge
clockwise to puncture
canister. Do not over

tighten. Bag will inflate
fully within 30 seconds.

Purge / Prime
a) Release roller clamp
as you invert the
ball. Allow ball

to fill, then flip.
b) Ensure fluid has
reached fill line.

Squeeze neck of
ball as needed to
reach fill line.

c) Reclamp tubing.

Initiate I.V. in patient

Purge / Connect
a) Unclamp to purge air from
tubing and filter.
b) Remove luer cover and

connect I.V. to patient.
c) Adjust flow rate with roller clamp.

ImE

Replacing the Fluid

I MOBILE I.V. SYSTEMS

Note: always use a new CO2 cartridge when replacing fluid.
WM Release Cuff Pressure
a) Pull out tab on the end of the
pressure Indicator and twist
counterclockwise until it locks

into place. Cuff may hiss
as pressure is released.

b) When deflated, gently press
cuff to remove remainingair.
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Disconnect and

Reset Pressure Indicator

remove fluid

a)Pull out indicator on the end of the
pressure indicator and twist clockwise
until it retracts into its original position
inside the housing.

n Replace C02 Cartridge
a)Turn top of cartridge
counterclockwise and
remove.

b)Insert new cartridge
loosely—DO NOT
PUNCTURE CANISTER.

I Repeat Steps 2-4 of instructions for Use(reverse side)and
then reconnect I.V. to patient
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MOBILE I.V. SYSTEMS, LLC
PC Box 672027

Chuglak, AK 99567

Phone/Fax;(907)688-3209

This package contains one Mobile I.V. system 20

drops/ml fluid administration set (sterile), with

universal spike, all position drip chamber, air
excluding filter, ana two injection sites.

For single use only. Do not re-sterilize.
U.S. Patent Pending.
Caution; U.S. federal law restricts this device to

sale by or on the order of a physician.
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